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MediaTic building

Wi-Fi RTT Access Point



MediaTic hall

● hall’s dimensions: ~ 20m x 10m 

● 5 Wi-Fi RTT WILD routers

● using portable batteries 

● WAPs set on surveyed points 

● WAPs are uploaded 
on the WALS service: 
https://banshee.rokubun.cat/

https://banshee.rokubun.cat/
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BANSHEE LBS MARKETING DEMO

For this BANSHEE Demo we will be 
mimicking a typical Trade Fair venue setup 
at a smaller scale. It will consist of 
geofences in what we call a Big Stand, 
Small Stand, Information Area, 
Reception and Esplanade.

On the following slides we will show the 
detailed position of each geofence, what 
was utilized to find the correct latitude and 
longitude, what radius was selected for 
each geofence, and the business rules for 
the campaign to be triggered.



MOCA CONSOLE GEOFENCE SETUP

Geofences are positioned above the following RTT APs using their surveyed latitude and 
longitude and have the following radiuses:
• 03 = 2 meter
• 07 = 3 meter
• 08 = 3 meter
• 09 = 6 meter

The Esplanade geofence, which is outdoor, has been set on the map manually and has a 10 
meter radius.



IMAGES OF GEOFENCED LOCATIONS



MOCA CONSOLE CAMPAIGN SETUP

There is one Campaign running five active 
“Experiences”. Each “Experience” is a local 
notification that is triggered when a user enters 
the geofence. 

For each geofence on the map you’ll be able to 
trigger a notification when you enter it. The 
notification will contain the AP number and 
the area it mimics.

This campaign has real time analytics enabled in order to 
measure both amount of users impacted and amount of 
times each experience is triggered.

This way we can audit the campaign orchestration and 
confirm the use case is indeed being replicated correctly.



BANSHEE MOCA APP

The BANSHEE MOCA App will already be logged 
into the MOCA account for this project, and will 
automatically download geofences and campaigns 
assigned to the demo.

Once you reach the home screen, please tap on 
the three horizontal lines on the top left. Then 
navigate to the Places option on the sidebar and 
you will see the map view: this will show the 
geofences (red if out, yellow when inside), 
BANSHEE location (green dot), distance to 
geofences based on BANSHEE location, the latest 
location info (accuracy and how old it is) and if the 
experience isn’t on cool down (set to 5 minutes) 
you’ll receive a local notification.

Feel free to move around the venue and 
experience high precision geofencing.

Geofence entered and campaign not in 
cool downNavigation Sidebar



Thanks for your attention!


